MAKE YOUR ESG IMPACT KNOWN
Contribute your Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG) data to Refinitiv with the ESG Contributor Tool

Join a global community of more than 200,000 market players
Refinitiv recognises the increasingly critical importance of transparent,
accurate and comparable ESG data for the financial industry. We offer one
of the most comprehensive ESG databases in the industry, with data on over
10,000 public companies, across 76 countries.
The ESG Contributor Tool helps you manage your firm’s ESG data. By using our free, self-service workflow
tool – or working directly with our Contributor Relations Team – your data is made available to institutional
investment firms, asset managers, investors, corporations, universities and research firms across our suite
of products. Refinitiv products allow the financial community to easily integrate ESG factors into portfolio
analysis, equity research, screening and quantitative analysis.

Why contribute?
• Measure your ESG performance – you’ll have the ability to view all ESG measures and scores for your
company across a customisable time frame. See how you perform across each of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, and benchmark against your peers
• Enhance and grow your reputation – ensure your firm is recognised for contributing positively towards
sustainable development and meeting socially responsible criteria. Your data will become part of a
universe for building ESG-themed indices and funds, ensuring higher market attention
• Gain competitive advantage – the ESG Contributor Tool helps you to review, update and publish your
firm’s ESG data within the Refinitiv ecosystem – meaning the investment world has access to the timeliest
data on your company
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Key benefits
• More control over the ESG rating of your company – review and edit the historical ESG data that is
already available for your company, and contribute for the current year, across 102 environmental KPIs,
116 social KPIs, and 68 governance KPIs
• Access to your scores and your industry peers’ scores
• Feedback loop with Refinitiv to understand measures accepted and required to maximize the data fed
into scores
• Along with contributing your ESG data, the Contributor Tool allows you to view Officers and Directors
data, as well as, Events data to ensure all are reflected accurately in Refintiv’s products

How your data reaches your customers
Refinitiv Workspace and Eikon
Approximately 220,000 financial services professionals use Refinitiv Workspace and Refinitiv Eikon® to
incorporate ESG metrics into their daily workflow needs.
• Screener, Monitor App and Industry App allow users to find, assess and compare companies based on
their ESG KPIs across all key sectors and geographies
• Sustainable Leadership Monitor and Company Overview app both include a robust ESG section,
displaying all relevant information as reported (i.e. based on your submissions) or standardised
• ESG data can also be incorporated into the News Monitor, Watchlist Pulse, Portfolio Analytics
and Datastream
Refinitiv Data Platform: For customers looking to power applications, workflow tools and portals, Refinitiv
offers ESG with flexible delivery via RESTful JSON API or Bulk API, enabled in the cloud and powered by
the Refinitiv Data Platform.
Quantitative Analytics: For customers building quantitative strategies and applications that require data in
a SQL database, we offer ESG through our Quantitative Analytics solutions – accessible in the cloud or via
a direct server.

Visit refinitiv.com
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Refinitiv

Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in revenue, over
40,000 customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide information, insights, and
technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform with best-in-class data and expertise,
we connect people to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.
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